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Why Profit And Loss Sharing May Be Gaining
Ground In Islamic Finance

Global financial systems are moving toward liabilities bailing-in through the introduction of resolution regimes and the

requirement that some banks set aside a certain amount of loss-absorbing instruments. We believe Islamic finance

might be headed in the same direction and thus inching closer to applying one of its five basic principles, profit and

loss sharing.

Although profit and loss sharing has not been widely applied by Islamic banks to date for numerous reasons, we

believe this will change in the next few years if and when local regulators for Islamic finance core markets--which

include the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC; Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates)

countries, Malaysia, and Iran--start implementing resolution regimes.

Overview

• We expect a wider application of the profit and loss sharing principle in Islamic finance if and when local

regulators of core Islamic finance markets start implementing resolution regimes.

• Unrestricted profit sharing investment accounts and sukuk might be used for loss absorption in the medium

term, in our opinion.

• We view Tier I and Tier II sukuk issuance as the first step in this direction.

Profit And Loss Sharing Has Not Been Widely Applied In Islamic Finance

The principle of profit and loss sharing in Islamic finance stipulates that no return should be served without proper risk

taking. It implies that an Islamic bank can transfer financing and investment losses to its profit sharing investment

account (PSIA) holders, which are viewed as partners in these investments. The Islamic Financial Service Board

supports this principle in its capital adequacy standard (IFSB-15) that recognizes banks' capacity to share losses with

their PSIA holders at least partially (through the alpha factor that determines to what extent losses can be shared). It is

important to mention that the industry currently recognizes two types of PSIAs, restricted and unrestricted.

Restricted PSIAs. Restricted PSIAs are reported off-balance sheet and their holders set the investment strategy to be

used by the bank in deploying these funds. These instruments fully absorb losses in case of poor performance of their

underlying assets. The bank is remunerated for its asset-management services and does not take risks related to the

underlying assets of these PSIAs.

Unrestricted PSIAs (UPSIAs). UPSIAs are reported as deposits on the balance sheet of Islamic banks similarly to

conventional banks. Theoretically, their holders are supposed to take the risks of the underlying assets of these PSIAs

and share the losses in case of poor asset performance.

In order to assess whether the profit and loss sharing principle was applied to UPSIAs, we looked at a sample of the

largest Islamic banks in the GCC countries and Malaysia that contribute to about 90% of the total Islamic banking
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assets (excluding Iran). Our findings show that the banks have not applied this principle over the past three year, given

that none served negative returns to UPSIAs holders. In addition, to our knowledge, this principle was never applied in

the past. In our view, there are three main reasons for this:

• Firstly, the banks that we looked at were consistently profitable and did not need to resort to their depositors to

cover losses. The average return on assets for these banks stood at 1.5% on average for 2012-2014.

• Secondly, applying profit and loss sharing without properly explaining the principle to depositors in advance could

result in significant deposit outflows for banks and even jeopardize their financially stability. If depositors are served

negative returns, they may withdraw their deposits and switch to conventional banking or other profitable Islamic

banks. Such a move could be detrimental to some banks, since UPSIAs constitute one of the most important

refinancing sources for Islamic banks.

• Finally, Islamic banks try to offer similar products and returns as their conventional competitors to avoid putting

themselves at a disadvantage or having to provide higher returns to clients to compensate for additional risks.

Islamic banks have also developed various layers of defense, such as profit equalization reserves (PER) and investment

risk reserves (IRR), to protect their depositors from volatile profitability and minimize the risk of resorting to their funds

to cover losses. PER and IRR are similar to countercyclical buffers that Islamic banks set aside based on the

profitability of good years to cover the performance of less profitable years. Over the past three years, some of the

banks in our sample resorted to PER and IRR to smooth the return served to their PSIAs' holders.

Global And Local Winds Of Change

Nevertheless, we are of the view that Islamic banks might apply the principle of profit and loss sharing more

stringently in the future for two main reasons:

• Advanced financial systems have moved toward allowing loss absorption in a certain category of liabilities through

the introduction of resolution regimes and the requirements that some banks set aside a certain amount of

loss-absorbing instruments. We think that the regulators in core markets for Islamic finance are likely to follow this

trend in the coming years.

• Economic conditions in some core markets for Islamic finance are also becoming less supportive. The economies of

some of these markets are heavily dependent on oil, the price of which has plummeted over the past 12 months. We

believe that this shift will result in higher credit losses and lower profitability, which in turn could lead at least to

lower, or even negative, returns (at least in theory) being served to UPSIAs holders.

New Instruments Allow For Loss Absorption

We have also observed the creation of new Islamic instruments that include provisions for loss absorption over the

past five years and, we view them as paving the way for profit and loss sharing. These are primarily in form of sukuk

eligible for capital inclusion under the domestic capital adequacy regulations. Specifically, we have seen two types of

instruments:

Tier 1 sukuk. Over the past five years, we have seen issuance of Tier 1 sukuk in the United Arab Emirates, Saudi

Arabia, and Qatar. Banks in these countries have raised a total of $4.9 billion. Under the terms and conditions of some

of these sukuk, their sponsors were given the possibility to suspend the payment of periodic distributions in case of

poor performance of the sukuk underlying assets. For some of these structures, sponsors were also given the

possibility to provide liquidity facilities to cover losses under their obligations and deduct the amount provided from
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the principal of the sukuk if it is repaid. As such, any losses incurred will usually be transferred to sukuk holders,

whether on the spot or on deferred basis (for example, at the time of the sukuk's repayment).

Tier 2 sukuk with a point of non-viability clause. While these instruments do not bear losses on a going-concern basis,

some of them can be called upon when the institution breaches the minimum capital adequacy ratio regulation. These

instruments were used in Turkey, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, and Pakistan, and allowed banks in these countries to raise

$6 billion over the past five years.

We believe that such instruments not only allow for application of the profit and loss sharing principle but also open

the way for the introduction of loss absorption in other instruments, such as UPSIAs. However, we think that will be

done in conjunction with the implementation of resolution regimes in core Islamic finance countries, which could take

some time to materialize. We think that if and when that takes place, UPSIAs could be used as "bailinable" instruments

due to their embedded profit-and-loss-sharing characteristics, or we could see the emergence of a new class of

liabilities for Islamic banks similar to the additional loss-absorbing capital (ALAC) instruments that we have seen in the

conventional financial industry.

What Could Be The Rating Impact

Under our methodology, we generally view the presence of a category of liability that can protect senior creditors in

case of need as positive from a rating perspective. Our hybrid and ALAC criteria allow us to factor in the presence of

these instruments in our ratings.

However, the impact on ratings can also be negative. The implementation of resolution regimes in some advanced

countries was aimed at insulating taxpayers from financing future bank failures. Following the implementation of Bank

Recovery and Resolution Directive in Europe, we revised our support assessment for most European countries to

support uncertain from supportive to reflect our view that extraordinary government support for systemically

important banks is now unlikely in these banking systems. This, in turn, has led us to take out notches of extraordinary

government support that were incorporated in our ratings on some of these banks (see "Credit FAQ: How Standard &

Poor’s applied its government support and ALAC criteria to European banks in December 2015," published Dec. 2,

2015, on RatingsDirect). That said, for some banks, the removal of support was partially or totally offset by the

incorporation of ALAC uplift in their final ratings.

Currently, we assess most governments in GCC countries and Malaysia as highly supportive toward their banking

systems, and, as such, we do factor notches of extraordinary government support in our ratings on the systemically

important banks we rate. If these countries move to implementing resolution regimes and we start doubting their

willingness to extend extraordinary government support to systemically important banks, we might revise our

assessment of government support and remove notches of uplift. At the same time, we might look at the additional

loss-absorption instruments that could be introduced and factor them in our ratings, in line with our ALAC criteria.

Related Criteria

• Bank Rating Methodology And Assumptions: Additional Loss-Absorbing Capacity, April 27, 2015

• Bank Hybrid Capital And Nondeferrable Subordinated Debt Methodology And Assumptions, Jan. 29, 2015

• Methodology For Rating Sukuk, Jan. 19, 2015
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Related Research

• The Global Sukuk Market: The Correction Is Here To Stay, Jan. 6, 2016

• Credit FAQ: How Standard & Poor’s applied its government support and ALAC criteria to European banks in

December 2015, Dec. 2, 2015

• Islamic Finance To Still Grow In 2016 But With A Sag, Oct. 18, 2015

• Glossary Of Islamic Finance Terms: August 2015 Update, Aug. 10, 2015

• Standard & Poor's Says Saudi Arabian Bank NCB's Tier 1 Capital Sukuk Issues Have Intermediate Equity Content,

Aug. 4, 2015

We have determined, based solely on the developments described herein, that no rating actions are currently warranted. Only a rating

committee may determine a rating action and, as these developments were not viewed as material to the ratings, neither they nor this report

were reviewed by a rating committee.

Additional Contact:

Financial Institutions Ratings Europe; FIG_Europe@standardandpoors.com
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